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Costa Rica puts its procedures for international disaster assistance to the test

Costa Rica put its disaster response system to the test by hosting a simulation exercise. More details

Burkina Faso adopts its first comprehensive disaster management act

In April 2014, Burkina Faso adopted a new disaster management act designed to prevent and manage risks, humanitarian crisis and disasters in the country. More details

Making the case for legal preparedness at the 3rd Small Island Developing States conference

Small Island Developing States panel affirms the role of legal preparedness for disasters. More details

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE

> New disaster legislation in Mozambique. Read article

> Singapore climate change conference highlights law. Read article

> Colombia to become IDRL “champion”. Read article

> Manila workshop highlights legal solutions to urban risk. Read article

Questions? Comments? Write to us at: disaster.law@ifrc.org.

Follow us on: FedNet Facebook Twitter

Please join us on our new Facebook group on disaster law!